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49,572
Students engaged and 

inspired. 

1,770
Educators trained to 

implement 
Coding Quest in 

classrooms.    

106,200
Hours of experiential 
learning delivered for 
students in classroom 

coast-to-coast. 

24
Regional Aracades 

across Canada.  

DATA AT A GLANCE. 

Coding Quest engages students in 
developing an educational computer 
game using a blocked-based coding 
program. The program embeds STEAM 
education, develops computational 
thinking, and builds global competencies. 

Coding Quest  inspires deeper learning 
and cultivates and supports the 
development in the six global 
competencies: critical thinking & problem 
solving, citizenship, collaboration, 
communication, character development & 
creativity, innovation & entrepreneurship.

 Coding Quest Dashboard. 
Dashboard. 

BUILDING GLOBAL 
COMPETENCIES. 

LEARNING HOW TO CODE.
HOW DID THE 

STUDENTS DO? 

Communication

Execution of Vision Critical Thinking & 
Problem Solving  
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Executive Summary 
This report outlines the purpose, design and results associated with the 2018-19 delivery of The Learning Partnership’s Coding 
Quest (CQ) program. The Learning Partnership is a national charity that prepares students to thrive in a diverse, connected 
and changing world.  The purpose of the program is to cultivate a number of the global competencies so much in demand 
both today and by the economy and society of the future. 
 
In the 2018-19 school year, 1,770 educators delivered Coding Quest to 49,572 students and 337 educators delivered Coding 
Trek to 9,030 students in classrooms across the country. Through this program, teachers were trained to apply coding to a 
range of subject areas in the classroom, helping students to strengthen core global competencies and computational 
thinking, including critical thinking, creative problem-solving, collaboration and science, technology, engineering and math 
skills.
 
This year, a “Success Rubric” was implemented at CQ culminating events. The rubric, a summative evaluation tool, was used 
by TLP business mentors, corporate volunteers and post-secondary students to structure the conversation at regional 
Arcades and to collect feedback for TLP on students’ projects, focusing on their abilities in purposeful communication skills, 
the execution of their idea, and their use of the computational thinking and engineering design processes in enhancing 
critical-thinking skills. Some of the results include:

● 93% of the sample of 392 student projects assessed at regional Arcades were found to be either proficient or skilled at 
explaining the nature and genesis of their project;

● 67% were deemed to be skilled in the execution of their idea, while 29 per cent were deemed proficient;
● 90% of students demonstrated evidence of critical thinking and use of project management tools;
● Of the 110 student games assessed, 8% were deemed to be at the master level, while 54% and 38% were deemed 

developing and basic, respectively.

Teachers were also surveyed for feedback relating to the resources and training that TLP provides them in support of 
program delivery, as well as for data relating to the ways in which teachers modify the program in support of their individual 
classroom or curriculum needs. A number of recommendations are being implemented for program delivery in 2019-20. 3



Coding Quest
Canada’s largest classroom based experiential coding program
Coding Quest engages students in developing an educational computer game using a blocked-based coding program. 
The program embeds science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics (STEAM) education, develops 
computational thinking, and builds global competencies such as critical thinking, creativity, collaboration and 
communication, as well as the essentials of the Engineering Design Process.  

After taking CQ, students are able to:

● Demonstrate knowledge of fundamentals 
of Engineering Design Process;

● Develop coding skills and language;
● Understand basic educational computer 

game development;
● Understand coding as a tool for creating 

and problem-solving;
● Understand problem and solutions as a 

sequence of small steps (computational 
thinking); 

● Communicating persuasively and with 
purpose with the development of an 
elevator pitch.  

CULTIVATING SKILLS ALL 
CANADIANS WILL NEED TO 
THRIVE. 
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Why 
Coding?
Code is the architecture of the digital age. 

In today’s rapidly changing world, inventive thinking and 
inventing new solutions are economic and social 
imperatives. The education community, policy makers, 
and corporate leaders all cite the need to increase the 
capacity for critical thinking, solution-finding and 
problem-solving through our education system. And in 
an age of “messy problems,” computational thinking is a 
critical skill to breaking down those messy problems and 
innovating a solution through a logical sequence of 
steps. 

EQUIPPING EVERY STUDENT 
TO BECOME CANADA’S NEXT 
GENERATION OF TECH-SAVVY 
INVENTORS & PROBLEM 
SOLVERS. 

Actually, a person does 
not really understand 
something until [they] 
can teach it to a 
computer.
Donald Knuth, 1974
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Coding Trek 
Coding Trek is an interactive, technology-driven program 
allowing teachers to engage students in Grades 1 to 3 on a 
journey with coding concepts, numeracy, language, social 
studies and science. Students work through a series of 
challenges using the ScratchJr program, gathering clues 
to complete a final maker breakout challenge. In the 
process they are introduced to core computational 
thinking skills that build the foundation of coding.

The purpose of the program is to provide the foundations 
in coding concepts, numeracy, language and story-telling,  
social studies and science through an interactive, 
technology-driven program, with an emphasis on the 
foundations of computational thinking.

Coding Trek builds these skills: 

● Develop coding skills and coding language;
● Understand problems and solutions as a 

sequence of small steps (computational 
thinking); 

● Identify and understand the basic 
elements of coding language.

9,030 students 337 teachers 231 schools



Coding Quest culminates in an Arcade where students 
showcase their games to TLP’s corporate partners, 
post-secondary students and members of the public. 
Student coders present their learning and project journey 
using the engineering design process from initial idea to 
project execution. Student coders deliver their pitch and 
encourage our volunteers to try the games out for 
themselves. 

Culminating events bring 
students and the real-world 
together. 
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Our Impact by the 
numbers. 

49,572
Students engaged and 
inspired. 

1,770
Educators trained to 
implement Coding 
Quest in classrooms.    

106,200
Hours of experiential 
learning delivered for 
students in classroom 
coast-to-coast. 

24
Regional Arcades across 
Canada.  

The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution is 
transforming the type of 
work people do, and how 
it is done. While 4IR 
offers new opportunities, 
many of today’s 1.8 
billion youth worldwide 
youth stand to be left 
behind.

Deloitte & partners, 2018
 63

Volunteers engaged to 
provide project feedback.  
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The Fourth Industrial 
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transforming the type of 
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it is done. While 4IR 
offers new opportunities, 
many of today’s 1.8 
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Student Impact Assessment 

TLP introduced a Success Rubric to structure the 
conversations between our students and our 
volunteers at culminating events, which allows us 
to collect basic outcome data related to student 
learning.

Program Evaluation 

TLP developed and launched an implementation 
survey to gather feedback on the resources we 
provide to teachers to deliver the Coding Quest 
program for the purpose of identifying potential 
program improvements. Upon completion of the 
survey, teachers were asked whether they wished 
to participate in an in-depth interview. 

Measuring Student 
Success.

● How well did the 
student communicate 
the project (purposes, 
goals, genesis of idea)?

● Did the student do 
what they say they did 
(project execution)?

●
● Can the student 

demonstrate evidence 
of critical thinking and 
use of project 
management tools?

The Success Rubric helps us gauge 
student learning by collecting student 
data related to the following:
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Celebrating Student Success
Communication Execution of Vision Critical Thinking & Problem 

Solving  

“Excellent adventure game with complex backstory, multimedia 
assets, dialogue handling, complex scene transitions. Combined with 
astronaut trivia quiz.”
-Volunteer Feedback
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Emergent trends 
in student 
achievement.  

● 93% of the sample of 392 student projects 
assessed at regional Arcades were found to 
be either proficient or skilled at explaining 
the nature and genesis of their project;

● 67% were deemed to be skilled in the 
execution of their idea, while 29 per cent 
were deemed proficient;

● 90% of students sufficiently able to 
demonstrate evidence of critical thinking 
and use of project management tools;

● Of the 110 student games assessed by the 
analytical tool Dr. Scratch, 8% were 
deemed to be at the master level, while 
54% and 38% were deemed developing 
and basic, respectively.
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Teacher Survey Results :
Teachers were asked to rate the following on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree):

Teacher resources provided to me aligned well with the 
curriculum and were easy to embed into my teaching 
goals of the year. 3.6
The training provided in the workshops and distance 
learning modules sufficiently prepared me to deliver the 
program(s) in my classroom. 3.7
I had sufficient access and support from my regional 
Program Manager. 4.1

Overall, a majority of teachers 
indicated the program 
resources, workshops and 
support received sufficiently 
met their expectations in 
facilitating the implementation 
of the program in their 
classrooms. 
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Coding Quest is a great 
way for students to be 
doing something relevant 
to the world they will 
graduate into.
Teacher
Calgary, AB
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Identified Areas for Program Improvement. 
We asked educators to identify the most effective 
or successful aspects of the Coding Quest program.

● The most prominent theme in teachers’ 
feedback about the most successful aspect of 
the program was the great-hands on 
experience that allowed students to develop 
both global competencies and digital coding 
skills at the same time. Teachers highlighted the 
program as a vehicle that allowed some 
students to excel in various aspect of the project 
which created ‘classroom experts’. 

The Learning Partnership is 
implementing a number of 
program improvements for delivery 
in the 2019-20 school year. 
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● The Coding Quest program allowed for the 
students to work collaboratively to create a video 
game from the beginning, as well as develop their 
problem-solving skills and confidence in digital 
coding. Teachers mentioned that a great success 
and tool in implementing the program in their 
classrooms were the curriculum integrated lesson 
plans which made teaching easier.

● Teachers spoke highly of the offline and in-class 
support and sharing of resources from program 
managers. Of particular use was the instant 
troubleshooting, as educators were able to receive 
help for “when they got stuck.” 



This is a particularly important time 
to take business, community and 
education systems, put them 
together, be a model for the world, 
and accomplish things that have 
never been accomplished before.
Michael Fullan, world-renowned Canadian 
education leader and thinker, 2015
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The Learning Partnership (TLP) is a Canadian charity that prepares students to thrive in a diverse, connected and 
changing world.

The Learning Partnership was founded in 1993 to address the disconnect between the business and education 
sectors. Twenty-five years later, we continue to leverage the best thinking from educators, employers and 
government to design a wide range of experiential programs that ensure today’s students are prepared with the skills 
they need to solve the challenges of tomorrow.

The Learning Partnership is unique in the educational charity space as:
 

● Our programs are inclusive by design—by providing programs in the regular classroom, we reach students of 
all demographics, including those who might face barriers to participation in after-school or weekend 
programs.

 
● We bring together education, business and government leaders to network and share ideas, thus reducing 

silos and enhancing our collective impact.
 

● We train and support public school teachers to deliver our programs, ensuring the long-term sustainability of 
their impact.

 
In 2018-19, The Learning Partnership’s experiential learning programs engaged 368,516 students. 
 

About The Learning Partnership



For more information, please contact:
 
Hodon Mohamed
Research & Grants Analyst
hmohamed@thelearningpartnership.ca 

Stacey J Young
Director, Impact & Government Relations
syoung@thelearningpartnership.ca
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Appendix A: Success Rubric



Survey Information
Feedback captured in this survey will help inform program evaluation and identify areas for 
improvement in The Learning Partnership’s Coding Quest program. This survey should take 
10-15mins and includes multiple choice and a short answer question.
 
Your participation is voluntary and kept anonymous. Thank you for participating in this survey. Your 
responses will help to understand the impact and benefits of the Coding Quest/ Coding Trek 
Program on students.
 
If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Stacey Young at: syoung@thelearningpartnership.ca
 
Thank you,
Impact and Government Relations Unit 

Questionnaire 

1. How many years have you been delivering I-Cubed in your classroom? Please list the grade(s) 
you are delivering I-Cubed to.

2. Please rate the following:

3. In what ways, if any, have you modified the program (e.g., length of lesson plans, other) to suit 
its delivery in your classroom?

4. Please identify the most effective or successful aspects of the program(s) you have delivered
5. Please identify any aspects of the program you think should be improved or enhanced:
6. Would you like to participate in a key-informant interview?

a.       Yes
b.       No

7. Please provide the best email to contact you:____________________________ 

Appendix B: Teacher Survey
 

Question Strongly 
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree

Teacher resources provided to me 
aligned well with the curriculum and 

were easy to embed into my teaching 
goals of the year.

The training provided in the workshops 
and distance learning modules 

sufficiently prepared me to deliver
Coding Ques/Trek in my classroom.

     

I had sufficient access and support 
from my regional project manager.



Appendix C: Coding 
Quest/Trek in the Media 
In 2018-19, student success in Coding Quest/Trek  was highlighted in print and digital 
media, as well as on social media. 



Lead National Coding Quest
Partner & Coding Journey Sponsor: 

With Support From:

Lead Regional Coding Quest
Sponsor in British Columbia:
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